
Step 3: Checklist for on-site inspection

You have compared offers from different channels and found your ideal Mac?
You have checked it’s price and put it’s data to the acid test? You are really
thinking about buying it and want to see the device with your own eyes now to
check it? The following checklist will help you to check all important things on
site.

Hint: The checklist will be updated consecutively as new Macs
become available and new important tests become necessary. If
you want to receive the latest version, you can sign up for the free
newsletter here http://www.maknesium.com/buyusedmacs

For a convenient rundown of the checklist during the on-site inspection, I have
created a PDF version for you to print out which can be downloaded here:
http://www.maknesium.com/buyusedmacs

Preliminaries

To check the Mac thoroughly you should take some things with you on the on-site
inspection:

• A DVD, a CD and ideally a rewrite able DVD-RW - for the Superdrive-
test

• A USB thumb drive or a USB mouse - for testing all USB ports
• A bluetooth device like a smartphone, bluetooth headset or a mouse - for
the Bluetooth-test

• A SD-card - for the SD-card reader test
• headphones with small jack - for the 3.5mm stereo jack test
• optional: VGA-, HDMI- or DVI-cable to connect to an external monitor -

for the video output test. You should ask the seller in advance if there
is a monitor at his/her place which you can use for testing purposes and
what connections this monitor has.

1. Checking offer details - fast check

The following checks can be done very fast. That said, you should conduct all
procedures from the fast check on all Mac on-site inspections.

First, you should check, if the device you are shown is actually the exact one
from the offer. Boot up the Mac and click on the Menu point About this Mac like
described in chapter Help for the seller. It is important here, that Mac model,
processor description and clock speed (GHz), memory configuration, Mac OS X
version etc. match the information from the offer.
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2. Optical impression and accessories - fast check

After you have checked that you are shown the correct Mac by looking through
the device details you should get on optical impression of the device in more
detail and check weather the original accessories are completely present.

Visual condition

• Is there dirt on the keyboard and / or the trackpad (MacBooks only) and
respectively the mouse (iMacs only)?

• On plastic cases: Is there any visible discolouration or are there some
cracks or cracked edges?

• Are bruises or broken out corners visible?
• Do all keys work on the built-in keyboard? (MacBooks only)
• Are there scratches or key-prints on the screen of the device? (MacBooks
only)

• Are the interfaces (USB, Audio, Power, Video out,. . . ) clean and not
covered by dirt and dust?

Peripherals / Accessories

• Are mouse and keyboard included? (iMac only)
• Is the power cord included? (iMac only)
• Is the power supply with two cords (1x long power cord, 1x small plug)
included? (MacBooks only)

• Is the remote control included? (only on specific models where a remote
control unit was part of the original accessories)

• Are any video out adapter plugs for external monitors or projectors included?
(DVI, HDMI, VGA,. . . )

• Is the original packaging included? (increases the value in case of resale
and can be used for easy transportation)

Software

• Are the operating system media included? (DVDs, USB thumb drive with
Mac OS X and iLife)

• Are Bills, License keys, installation media, packaging and manuals for all
software which is sold with the Mac included?

• You should get the current administrator password from the seller or change
it with seller to something you remember. This is especially important if
installation media for the operating system (DVD, USB thumb drive with
Mac OS X) is missing (see chapter Setup of the Mac without reinstalling
the Mac OS X operating system).
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3. Documents - fast check

Documents contain lots of background information about the Mac’s path of life
so far. Particularly, if there is some warranty left on the device, this could be big
argument for buying the Mac because it greatly lowers the risk for the buyer.

Warranty

• Is there Remaining warranty time left? (Apple grants only one year of
warranty.)

• Was an extended warranty plan purchased for this Mac which is still active
like an Apple protection plan or similar offer by 3rd party vendors?

Hint: The warranty on Apple devices is tied to the serial number of
the Mac. Warranty can therefor be sold and transferred to the new
owner without further ado.

Documents

If possible, you should get the following documents along with the Mac:

• bill(s) from the purchase for the Mac and any accessories
• repair bill(s) and -reports (which components have been replaced?)
• warranty certificate which shows the serial number of the Mac you are

about to buy

4. Technology - fast check

The following tests can be carried out very fast and should always be done during
an on-site inspection.

Noise

• Is there some quiet Fan noise present (good), but it does not sound like
“weeping” (bad)?

• Is there summing of the screen when you have the screen set to half
brightness after 10 minutes of run time? (iMac only, does not occur on full
brightness. Test method: you can set the brightness with the help of the
keys with the small sun icon on them - just set the brightness to about
30%) If you can hear a loud summing it could mean there’s a defect in the
iMac’s power supply.

• Is there a weeping sound from the power supply? (MacBooks only)
• Does the Superdrive (DVD/CD drive) emit excessive noise during opera-

tion? (Test method: simply put in a CD and access it)
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Screen

• Are there any (yellow) colour stains visible on the screen? (This often
occurs if the Mac has been exposed to smoking. Test method: set a
grey desktop background and adjust screen brightness to maximum, there
should appear no yellow spots)

• Are there Scratches or keyboard marks on the screen? (MacBooks only)
• Are there defective pixels or dead pixels visible on the screen? (dots which
always shine white or which always stay black no matter what is shown
on the screen right now. You can test this if you ask the seller to set the
background to a white and then to a black background on the desktop.)

Network

• Is the Wifi module working? (Test method: test whether wireless networks
nearby are shown when you click on the “radar” icon on the top of the
screen. Can you connect with them and transfer data?)

• Is the ethernet connection working? (Test method: connect to a local
network and see if you can transmit data)

Bluetooth

• Does the bluetooth module work? (Test method: if you are checking an iMac
you can simply test if the wireless mouse and keyboard are working via
bluetooth. If you want to check a MacBook you might want to set bluetooth
detection to “visible” and try to connect and pair your smartphone with
the MacBook.)

5. Technology - intensive check

For the intensive check, you should have more time, the Mac should be located
somewhere “nearby” so it is possible to let it run for a few hours. The intensive
hard drive test can take up to several hours and should probably be done
overnight.

Hard drive

• Is the hard drive affected by a product recall? You can look up details
here: https://www.apple.com/support/exchange_repair/

• Does the hard drive work without errors? (Test method: click onto the
small looking glass on the top right corner of the screen and enter “Disk
utilities”. Open the program, select the hard drive of the Mac and click
on “Verify Disk” to start the intensive hard drive check. Reboot the Mac
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Figure 14: Disk utility - with a click on “Verify Disk” you can start the intensive
hard drive check
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after the check has completed. The duration of this tests heavily depends
on hard drive speed. SSDs can be checked very fast. A conventional hard
drive will take much longer to verify.

Battery (MacBooks only)

• Is the battery in good shape? (Test method: simply use coconutBattery /
see chapter The overall condition)

Optical drive

• If existing: Can you read DVDs and CDs? Can you write on blank discs
once and even use rewriteable discs (DVD-RW, CD-RW)?

SD-card reader

• If existing: Reads and writes the SD-card reader to SD-cards without
problems?

Apple hardware test

• Does the Mac pass the Apple hardware test? This test checks if all
built-in hardware components work flawlessly. (Test method: Turn on
the Mac and hold down the “D” key. On older Macs you might have to
insert the “program installation disk 2” DVD into the drive. Details for
every Mac model can be seen at the Apple hardware test website here:
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1509?viewlocale=en_US)

Interfaces

• Do all USB ports work? (Test method: connect a USB mouse or USB
thumb drive to all available USB ports, one after another. Check if the
Mac detects your test device on all ports and can use it accordingly.)

• Does the phone jack work? (Test method: use headphones with a 3.5mm
stereo jack for testing. You should hear stereo sound when playing back a
music file or watching a video on youtube.com. Maybe you can just use
the headset of your smartphone.)

• Does the video output work correctly? (Test method: connect an external
monitor to the Mac and verify that it is detected and used by the Mac.
You might have to use an adapter to connect an external monitor.)

• Does the charge plug work? (MacBooks only, Test method: connect the
charger to the socket and the MacBook for a couple of seconds and verify
that the battery is charged)
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